
iPEDIGREE for LORD VADER (GB)

LORD VADER (GB)
(Chesnut colt 2019)

Sire:
ULYSSES (IRE)
(Chesnut 2013)

Galileo (IRE)
(Bay 1998)

Sadler's Wells (USA)

Urban Sea (USA)

Light Shift (USA)
(Bay 2004)

Kingmambo (USA)

Lingerie (GB)

Dam:
LYSANDA (GER)
(Bay 2013)

Lando (GER)
(Bay 1990)

Acatenango (GER)

Laurea

Lysuna (GER)
(Bay 2000)

Monsun (GER)

La Lyra (GB)

 
LORD VADER (GB), unraced, .(Sir Michael Stoute)
 
1st Dam
LYSANDA (GER),    1 race  in Germany at 3 years32,000 gns. Tattersalls December Mares Sale 2016 - David Redvers BS, (GER 65), won (6f.)

and £4,559 and placed 3 times; dam of:
Lady Allegro (GB) (2018 f. by Australia (GB)),  25,000 gns. yearling Tattersalls October Yearling Sale (Book 2) 2019 - Vendor, €23,600

 ran 3 times on the flat at 3 years, 2021 .Tattersalls Ireland Goresbridge Breeze Up 2020 - Heather Buxton Wardall, (Patrick Owens)
Lord Vader (GB), see above.

She also has a yearling colt by Roaring Lion (USA) and a filly foal by Saxon Warrior (JPN).
 
2nd Dam
Lysuna (GER),   3 races in Germany from 3 to 5 years and £44,903, placed 12 times including second in P.Jubilaum.Firma(FR 104), won

Jungheinrich Gabstapler, Hamburg, ; dam of :Gr.3 8 winners
LUCKY SPEED (IRE) (2010 c. by Silvano (GER)), ,   4 races in Germany andTop rated 3yr old in Germany in 2013 (11-13f.) (115), won

U.S.A. at 3 and 5 years and £452,732 including Sparda Deutsches Derby, Hamburg, , onextwo.com Bavarian Classic, Munich, Gr.1 Gr.3
and American St Leger Stakes, Arlington, , placed third in Grosser Preis von Berlin, Berlin-Hoppegarten, .Gr.3 Gr.1

LYVIUS (GB) (2008 g. by Paolini (GER)),   2 races in Germany at 3 years; also  4 races over hurdles at 4 and 6 years and(GER 75), won won
£49,904 including Sportingbet Gerry Feilden Hcp Hurdle, Newbury, , placed second in Keltbray Holloway's Handicap Hurdle, Ascot, L.

, .Gr.2 (Rose Dobbin)
LYONELL (GER) (2011 g. by Montjeu (IRE)),   2 races in Germany at 4 years; also  3 races over jumps in U.S.A. from 5(GER 65), won won

to 7 years and £87,242 including Temple Gwathmey Handicap Hurdle, Middleburg,  and Appleton Hurdle, Far Hills, , placed third inL. L.
Noel Laing Hurdle, Montpelier, L.

Lyssio (GER) (2007 g. by Motivator (GB)),   3 races at home and in Germany at 3 and 5 years and £57,179, placed second in(99), won
Shadwell Farm Grosser Bavaria Preis, Munich, ; also  2 races over hurdles at 6 years .L. won (Mark Hoad)

LYSINO (GER),   2 races at 5 years; also  1 race in Germany at 3 years and placed 5 times; also  1 race over hurdles at 5(78), won won won
years and  1 race over fences at 5 years and placed 10 times .won (Dr Richard Newland)

LOYALTY (GER),   2 races in France and Germany at 4 years and placed 5 times; dam of.(GER 64), won
Lonia (GB),  placed once in Germany at 2 years, 2020.(GER 71),

LYSANDA (GER), see above.
LUCKY FRIEND (GB),   1 race in Germany at 2 years and placed once.(GER 73), won

 
3rd Dam
LA LYRA (GB),   1 race in West Germany at 2 years; dam of  including:(GER 68), won 8 winners

Lysuna (GER), see above.
Lymond (GER),   13 races in Czech Republic and Germany, placed third in G. P. von E-Plus G.P. von Dusseldorf,(GER 103), won

Dusseldorf, .Gr.3
LOWENSTEIN (GER),   6 races in France and placed 21 times.(GER 80), won
LASUN (GER),   3 races in Germany and placed 16 times.(GER 67), won
LEWANA (GER), placed 3 times in Czech Republic; also  2 races over jumps in Czech Republic and placed 5 times.won
LYGOS (GER),   2 races in Germany and placed twice; also placed twice over hurdles.(GER 66), won
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